
Akira Kurosawa, “Dreams”, 1990
Gif credit:https://drlorax.wordpress.com

What is it about dreams that every time we wake 
up, we have the need to reconstruct them...



David Lynch, “Twin Peaks”, 1990-91
Gif credit:http://giphy.com

...interpret them and consequently, relate them 
to our lives (past/present/future).



“The Wizard of Oz”, 1939
Gif credit: oz.wikia.com

However, when we talk about “dreams”, 
we usually refer to those who appeared at night.

http://oz.wikia.com/wiki/Tornado


Stanley Kubrick, “The shining ”, 1980
Gif credit: http://byt.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com



And sometimes, we forget about those 
“dreams”, that happened during the day. 

Martin Luther King, “I have a dream...”, 
August 28, 1963
Photo credit: Hulton Archive/Getty Images



We are studying dreams because we want to find out what are the 
differences between “night dream” and “daydream”, in order to 
understand how each of them relate to people’s lives.



“Night dream”



Taxonomy of dream’s representation

- Black and white   

- Lines and symbols

- Bright colors and images: “Back to 

childlike time”

- Blurry and ambiguous scenes 

- Mixed colors and images:  “Nearly absurd 

Distortion of time and space”

- Break dimensions



Hieronymus Bosch, “ The Garden of 
Earthly Delights” 1490 / 1510
Museo del Prado in Madrid
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“Life, Bosch implies, is as fleeting and ephemeral 
as a dream.” - Lucy Powell In the night garden: a 
brief history of dreams. The Guardian. 



William Shakespeare “A Midsummer 
Night's Dream” 1590 and 1597

https://www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/bosch/delight/
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William Blake, “Oberon, Titania and 
Puck with Fairies Dancing”. 1786



Henry Fuseli, “The Nightmare”, 1782

 Detroit Institute of Arts

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=detroit+institute+of+arts&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3ME6qsEwzUOIEsY0KTc2TteSzk630yzKLSxNz4hOLSvSBuDy_KNsqJz85sSQzPw8ACnmFIToAAAA&sa=X&ved=0CJoBEJsTKAEwFmoVChMIlKfx_a3AyAIVBjo-Ch1-Ig2z




Francisco Goya, “The Sleep of Reason 

Produces Monsters”, 1799.



J. Leonard Corning, “Stereopticon”, 1890.



 "Dreams, are the royal road to the unconscious".

Dreams, in Freud's view, are all forms 
of “wish fulfillment". 

Attempts by the unconscious to 
resolve a conflict of some sort.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dream
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wish_fulfillment




Salvador Dalí, Luis Buñuel, 
“Un chien andalou”, 1928
Gif credit:https://drlorax.wordpress.com

So the process of studying people’s dreams is also 
a process of studying people’s “wish fulfillment”. 
What people want….



“When I am in these hothouses and see the 
strange plants from exotic lands, it seems to me 
that I am entering a dream.” - Henri Rousseau. 

Henri Rousseau,“The dream”, 1910. MoMA



André Breton, “Surrealist Manifesto”, 

1924 and 1929



Salvador Dali, “The accommodations of 
desire”. 1929



Joan Miró, “This Is the Color of my Dreams”, 
1925



“REM(rapid-eye-movement), which occurs 
periodically through the night, is a 
paradoxical state in which vivid dreams 
and increased brain and internal activity are 
accompanied by muscular immobility.”

- Crider, Goethals, Kavanaugh, 
Solomon, Psychology. 1989



Michel Gondry, 
“The science of  sleep ”, 2006



Dreams frame ourselves in a context, 
which gives an immersive feeling.

La monte young and  Marian Zazeela, 
“The Dream House”, 1969



Random International. 
Rain Room. 2012



Claudia Robles, “Inside Out”, 2009



Community of researchers , “OpenBCI”



Eramhill



“Day dream”



“Someday all my dreams will come true”



 A daydreaming gentleman; 
1912 postcard published in Germany.



Dominic Harris and Cinimod Studio, “Ice 
Angel” 



Miranda July, “Me and You and 
Everyone We Know”  2005







“Night dream”

Incoherent
Confusing

Nightmares
Subconscious
Good dreams

“Day dream”

Lucid
Between waking and sleeping
Subconscious and subjective
Mostly good



Michel Gondry, 
“The science of  sleep ”, 2006

    Michel Gondry’s recipe for night dreams: 

- Some random thoughts
- Little bit reminiscences the day makes 

with some memories from the past
- Love, friendships and all those ships



Dream’s diary
How can you map/track something that is not tangible, like a dream?



After we wake up, only fragments of our dream are left, and when we try to recall 
them, we need to fill the empty hole left, connect the fragments by adding 
different layers to complete the story.



Heather Hansen













Thank you !


